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Introduction.    In the study of a definite integral of the form

(1) (' F[x(t),y(t),x'(t),y'(t)]dt
Jtt

Hadamard defines the figurative of the point (x, y) as the curve F(x', y') = 1,

where x' and y' are the current coordinates, and x and y are considered

constant.!. The polar reciprocal of the figurative with respect to the unit

circle a;'2+y'2 = l is termed by Hadamard the figuratrix.% The importance

of the figuratrix and its space analogue seems to have been overlooked,

and it is the desire of the writer to call attention to a number of their in-

teresting properties which enable one to interpret geometrically some of

the well known functions and theorems of the calculus of variations.

1.    Figurative, figuratrix, and indicatrix.    We shall prefer to consider

an integral of the form

(2) ' f[x(t),y(t),r(t)](x'2(f) + y'2(t)yiHt,

where r = arctan(y'/#')• On account of the homogeneity conditions which

must be satisfied by the function F in (1),§ we have

(3) F(x,y,x',y') =F(x,y,cosr, sinT)(x'2+ y'2)1'2

and the integral (1) can always be reduced to the form (2). In (2), however,

the function/(#, y, r) need not be periodic in t; the right member of equa-

tion (3) must be. Moreover, the homogeneity conditions mentioned above

do not enter into the consideration of the function/(x, y, t).||

* Presented to the Society, December 26, 1924; received by the editors in December, 1924.

t Hadamard, Leçons sur le Calcul des Variations, vol. 1, p. 91.

t Hadamard, loc. cit., p. 92.

§ F must be positive homogeneous of degree one in x' and y'. See Bolza, Vorlesungen über

Variationsrechnung, p. 194.

II See Bliss, A new form of the simplest problem of the calculus of variations, these Transactions,

vol. 8 (1907), p. 406. This paper will be referred to as Bliss (I).
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Let P, of coordinates x and y, be a fixed point on an extremal* for the

integral (2). Take P as an origin, p and q as rectangular coordinates, and

consider the envelope of the variable line p cos r+q sin t =/(t). It is readily

found that the parametric equations of this envelope are

(4) P = f cos t — /T sin r,    q = / sin r + fT cos t,

functions which play an important rôle in the study of an integral of the

form (2). (Subscripts denote partial differentiation.) It is thus easy to

identify this envelope with the figuratrix as defined by Hadamard.t For

the rectangular coordinates of a point on the figuratrix are Fx>(x', y'),

Fy>(x', y'). But as a consequence of the homogeneity conditions satisfied

by F we havef

(5) x'FAx',y') + y'Fy(x',y') = F(x',y') = F( cos r, sinr)(z'2 + y'2)"2,

or

(6) FX'( cos t, sin t) cos t + F„>( cos t, sin t) sin t = F( cos r, sin t) = f(r).

Differentiating, we get

(7) /t(t) = —Fx>( cos t, sin r) sin t + FV'( cos t, sin t) cos t.

Solution of (6) and (7) for Fx- and Fv> gives

(8) Fx» = /cos t — fr sin r, Fv< = /sin t + /T cos t.

The arguments of the functions Fx> and Fy> may be either (#', y') or (cos t,

sin t), since these functions are homogeneous of degree zero with respect

to x' and y'.   A comparison of (4) and (8) shows that the envelope of the line

p cos r+q sin T=f(r) is Hadamard's figuratrix.

If we define the polar figurative as the locus

(9) P=f(T),

it is seen that the polar figurative is the pedal of the figuratrix with respect

to the origin P.

The indicatrix\ is the curve

1

* See Bolza, loc. cit., pp. 32, 203.

t It may be remarked that the rectangular equation of the figuratrix is of the form B(x,y,

p,q) = 0, where B is a function satisfying the canonical form of Euler's equations in the calculus of

variations.  See Hadamard, loc. cit., pp. 151-153.

Î See Bolza, loc. cit., pp. 194-197.

§ See Bolza, loc. cit., p. 247.
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Since/(t)= F (cos r, sivn)=F(x', y')/(x'2+y'2)m, equation (10) is equiva-

lent to the equation F(x', y') — l.   That is, the indicatrix is the same as the

(rectangular) figurative.

It also follows that

The polar figurative and the indicatrix are inverse curves* with respect to

the circle p2+q2 = l;

The figuratrix and the indicatrix are reciprocal polars\ with respect to

the circle p2+q2 = l.

In Fig. 1, P is the origin (a point on an extremal), Q is a point on the

figuratrix, N is a point on the polar figurative, NQ is tangent to the figuratrix.

Since the figuratrix and the indicatrix are reciprocal polars, the polar

of Q (call it MR) is tangent to the indicatrix at M. This tangent line MR,

however, gives the direction which is transverse to the direction PN.%

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Thus, the direction t which is transverse to t, or PN, is the direction PT which

is perpendicular to PQ.

This also follows from the formula§ which gives the direction t trans-

verse to r, viz. :

(11) / cos (r -t)+ fr sin (7 - t) - 0.

For a reference to Fig. 1 or Fig. 2 shows that the left member of (11) is

simply the projection of PQ upon the line whose direction is t.    When

* See Williamson, Differential Calculus, 1899, p. 225.
t See Williamson, loc. cit., p. 228.

X See Bolza, loc. cit., p. 304.

§ See Bliss (I), p. 413.
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this projection is zero the Une having the direction t is perpendicular to PQ.

The normal to the polar figurative is the line joining the point N with the

middle point of the line PQ*

2. Geometric interpretations. It can be shown without difficulty

that PQ = (f2+f?yi2. Consequently NQ=fT, since PN=f. The radius

of curvature of the figuratrix at Q is easily computed to be f+J'„, which is the

important fi-function for an integral of type (2).

The Weierstrass e-function for the integral (2) is

(12) e(x,y,T,T) = /(F) - [/(r) cos (7 - r) + /T(r) sin (7 - r)].

If, in Fig. 2, Q is a point on the figuratrix, it is seen immediately that the

term in square brackets in (12) is PS, the projection of PQ upon the Une

making an angle r with the polar axis. If PN=f(r), the e-iunction is the

Une segment SN- If the integral (2) is to be minimized, we must have

e(x, y, t,t)=0 for the set of values (x, y, r) giving the point P and the

direction of the extremal at that point, and for all values of f.f Conse-

sequently, the projection of PQ upon the line t = t cannot be greater thanf(r).

If d is the distance from the tangent line to the figuratrix at Q(r), i. e.

P cos T+q sin r—/(t)=0, to the point Q(r) on the curve, then

d = [/(?) cos ? — fT(r) sin r] cos t + [/(") sin t + /•(?) cos t] sin t — /(f)

= /(?) cos (t - t) - fT(T) sin (t - t) - /(t) .

Expanding in powers of (t—t) we find that

(13) d = - \ (7 - r)2[/(r) + /„(r)] + h

= -Ht- T)2fi + h.

A similar expansion gives

e(T,r) = Î(t) - [/(r) cos (¥ - r) + /r(r) sin (? - r)]

= h(r - t)2\í(t) + Ut)] + j

= h(r-T)2fi+j.
Thus

(14) e(T,7)= -d+k.

* See Goursat-Hedrick, Mathematical Analysis, vol. 1, p. 69.

t See Bliss (I), p. 412.
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The quantities h,j, k are homogeneous of degree three in (t—t) and contain

partial derivatives of/ with respect to r to an order not exceeding the fourth.

If these derivatives are finite, d and e are infinitesimals of the second order

with respect to (t—t). The geometric significance of e is apparent from (14).

The function e(T,f) is the distance from the point Q(f) on the figuratrix to

the tangent line at the point Q(t), except for an infinitesimal of at least the third

order with respect to (t—t). Under the assumption fx ̂  0,* this distance is

positivet for points Q near Q, and consequently the figuratrix is concave

toward the origin P at the point Q(t).

A well known theorem due to Hedrick states that all integrand functions

for which the transversality condition is equivalent to orthogonality are

of the form F(x, y, x', y') = G(x, y) (x'2+y'2yi2. In § 1 we found that

the direction transverse to PN(t) in Fig. 1 is PT(t), which is perpen-

dicular to PQ. But if transversality is to be orthogonality, that is, if PT

is to be perpendicular to PN, then PN and PQ must coincide. This of

course means that the figuratrix, which it will be remembered is the en-

velope of the variable line NQ, must coincide with the polar figurative

(locus of N) and that both curves must be circles. Therefore the equation

of the polar figurative must be independent of r, which means that the

function f(x, y, t) must be of the form g(x, y). Thus we have a simple

proof of Hedrick's theorem.

We shall now investigate the case of discontinuous solutions.! Let

PXPP2 be an extremal having a corner at the point P. Let r be the direc-

tion of PXP at P, and t the direction of PP2 at P. Then at P the following

relations, called corner conditions, must be satisfied:!

/(r) cos t — fr(r) sin t = /(7) cos 7 — /T(7)sin 7,

/(t) sin t + fr(r) cos t = f(7) sin 7 + /T(7)cos 7.

If we refer to (4), the parametric equations for the figuratrix, we see that

the above corner conditions simply state that for the corner P the directions

t and t give the same point Q on the figuratrix. This is to be expected, since

corresponding to a corner point on the extremal we have a double tangent

to the indicatrix, || and the figuratrix is the reciprocal polar of the indicatrix.

* The function /, must be ^ 0 if the integral in (2) is to be minimized.  See Bliss (I), p. 409.

t Since it is the negative of d.

% See Bolza, loc. cit., chapter 8.

§ See Rider, A note on discontinuous solutions in the calculus of variations, Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society, vol. 23 (1917), p. 239.

II See Bolza, loc. cit., p. 369.
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It follows that the directions which are transverse to t and t at the corner P

coincide* since the transverse direction is obtained by drawing a perpendi-

cular to PQ.

Bliss has defined generalized anglef and generalized areaî as

(15) J M (P(t) + f2 (T)y'2dT,     J j/(r)(f(r) + f?(T)Y>2dx dy,

respectively, in which ? is the direction transverse to r. It may be worth

mentioning that if in Fig. 1 we mark off on PT a length PN equal to /(t),

then the integrand of the second integral in (15) is the area of the rectangle whose

sides are PQ and PN, and the integrand of the first integral is the ratio of

the area of this rectangle to the area of the square whose side is PN.

3.    The figuratrix in space.   For an integral of the form

(16) r F(x,y,z,x',y'tz')dt,

in which x, y, z are functions of /, the figurative of the point (x, y, z) is

defined! as the surface F(x', y', z') = l. The figuratrix is defined as the

polar reciprocal of this surface with respect to the unit sphere x'2+y'2+z'2 = 1.

We shaU, however, deal with the integral ||

(17) C f(x,y,z,T,a)(x'2 + y'2 + z'2Y'2dt,
Jti

where t and a are defined by the equations

x'/(x'2 + y'2 + z'2)1'2 = cos t cos a,

(18) y'/(x'2 + y'2 + z'2)1'2 = sin r cos a,

z'/(x'2+ /a + z'2)"2 = sin<r.

The geometric significance of t and a is at once evident. If at any point

of a space curve the positive tangent is constructed, then t is the angle

which this tangent line makes with its own projection in the »y-plane,

and a is the angle which this projection makes with the z-axis. The figuratrix

wiU be defined as the envelope of the two-parameter family of planes

(19) p cos t cos a + q sin t cos a + r sin a = /(t, a),

* Cf. Bolza, loc. cit., p. 369.
t Bliss, A generalization of the notion of angle, these Transactions, vol. 7 (1906), pp. 184-196.

t Bliss, Generalizations of geodesic curvature and a theorem of Gauss concerning geodesic triangles,

American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 37 (1915), pp. 1-18.

§ See Hadamard, loc. cit., p. 96.
|| Cf. Rider, The space problem of the calculus of variations in terms of angle, American Journal

of Mathematics, vol. 39 (1917), pp. 241-256.  This paper will be referred to as Rider (II).
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p, q, r being rectangular coordinates with respect to an origin P on an ex-

tremal.

As before, this envelope can be proved identical with Hadamard's

figuratrix. In this section we shall develop some of its properties, which

are perhaps even more interesting than those of the figuratrix in two di-

mensions. Where the generalization from two to three dimensions is quite

obvious, proofs will be omitted.

By differentiating equation (19) partially with respect to r and a we

obtain the equations

— * sin t cos a + q cos t cos a = /r(r,a),

(20)
— p cos t sin o- — a sin t sin a + r cos a = f,(r,a-).

Solving equations (19) and (20) for p, q, r (this can be done if cos a^O),

we get*

p = f cos t cos a — /r sin t/ cos a — f, cos t sin a,

(21) a—f sm r cos <r + fr cos t/ cos a — f„ sin t sin a,

r = f sin a + /„ cos a,

the rectangular coordinates of a point Q on the figuratrix. It is readily

verified that PQ = (p2+q2+r2y'2 = (f2+f?/cos2a+f2yi*.

Fig. 3

Let PN=f(r, a), PM = l/f(T, a).   (See Fig. 3.)   Draw NU=f. making
an angle of ?r/2 with PN and lying in the plane of PN and the r-axis. Then

• Cf. Rider (II), p. 243, equations (5).
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the line-segment TJQ wiU be parallel to the pq-rAane, perpendicular to NU,

and equal in length to /T/cos a.  Moreover

The polar figurative is the pedal surface of the figuratrix with respect to

the origin P;

The indicatrix is identical with the (rectangular) figurative;

The polar figurative and the indicatrix are inverse surfaces with respect

to the sphere ^2+g2+r2 = l;

The figuratrix and the indicatrix are reciprocal polars with respect to the

sphere p2+q2+r2 = l;

The plane NUQ is of course tangent at Q to the figuratrix ; the plane through

M perpendicular to PQ is tangent to the indicatrix at M ;

The normal to the polar figurative is the line joining the point N with the

middle point of the line PQ.

The direction PT(t, a) which is transverse to PN(t, a) is given by the

equation*

f( cos t cos a cos 7 cos of + sin r cos a sin t cos ä + sin a sin J)

(cos t sin t \
-sin t cos â-cos t cos ä )
cos a                      cos a '

— /,( cos t sin a cos t cos ôf + sin r sin a sin t cos a — cos a sin c) = 0.

Since the direction cosines of PT(t, à) are cos f cos a, sin f cos J, sin 5,

and those of PQ are proportional to p, q, r of (21), it is seen that the direc-

tion PT(t, â) which is transverse to the direction PN(r, a) is perpendicular

toPQ.
It follows at once that if transversality means orthogonality, the function

f(x, y, z, t, a) must be of the form g(x, y, z).

The parameters of the surface (21) are r and a and the fundamental

quantities of the first order are

E = p? + q? +r2, F = pTp„ + qrq, + rTr„, G = p2 + q} + r} .

The functions pT, qT, rT, p„ q„ r, are the quantities —ah —at, —a3 —b1}

— bt, —b3, respectively, found in an earUer paper by the writer,f and it is

not difficult to show that

* Cf. Rider (II), p. 250.
t Rider (II), pp. 243-244.
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where

If

E = (fT tan a + /„)2/ cos2 <x + (f + U)2,

F = (fr tan o- + fr.) [(f + fa.) + (f- f. tan a + frr/ cos2 a) ],

G = (/, tan a + f„)2 + cos2 a(/ - /„ tan a + /rr/ cos2 a)2,

H = (EG- F2)1'2 = ± fx/ cos a,

fi=(f cos2 a — /„ sin a cos a + fTT)(f + f..) — (fr tan a + /„)*.

1

// r„
Y =

1

H
Z =

H

Pr

P«

then X = cos r cos a, Y = sin t cos a, Z = sin a. This result is to be ex-

pected ; for X, Y, Z are the direction cosines of the normal to the figuratrix,

and the plane (19) is tangent to the figuratrix. The fundamental coefficients

of the second order for the figuratrix are

D = Xp„ + Yq„ + ZrTT = - (XTpr + YTqT + ZTrT)

= — (f cos2 a — /„ sin <r cos a + /„),

D' = Xpr. + Yqr. + Zr„ = - (Xrp. + YTq, + Zrrc)

= - (X.pr + Y.qT + Z.rr) = - (fT tan a + fT.),

D" = Xp„ + Yq.. + Zr„ = - (X.p. + Y„q, + Z,r.)

= -(/ + /«)•

The total curvature of the figuratrix is (DD"—D'2)/H2 = cos2 a/fx. Since

for a regular problem fx must be positive,* the figuratrix is a surface of positive

curvature at Q.

It can be shown that if the integral (17) is to be minimized or maximized

the function/i cannot be negative. If we assume /i>0, then D and D"

must be negative for a minimum and positive for a maximum, f

The Weierstrass e-iunction for the integral (17) ist

e(r,a,7,ä,) = /(7,ä)

— [f(r, a, ) ( cos t cos o- cos 7 cos ä + sin r cos a sin 7 cos a" + sin a sin ä)

/r(r,a)

(22) +
cos a

cos a( — sin r cos t + cos t sin t)

+ f,(r,<r)( — cos r sin <r cos t cos a — sin t sin a sin t cos a

+ cos a sin ä) ].

* See Rider (II), p. 249.

t See Rider (II), p. 249.
t See Rider (II), p. 247.
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But PS, the projection of the line PQ upon the line whose direction is

(f, a), is equal to

(23) p cos t cos a + q sin ? cos a + r sin ir,

in which p, q, r are given by (21). It is not difficult to show that the ex-

pression (23) is the same as that in the square brackets in (22). Therefore,

if PN =}(t, ä) is marked off on the line whose direction is given by (7, a),

the c-function is the line segment SN. If the integral (17) is to be made a

minimum, we must have e(x, y, z, r, a, t, a)=0 for the set of values

(x, y, z, t, a) giving the point P and the direction of the extremal at that

point, and for aU values of f and ä* Consequently, the projection of PQ

upon the line t = t, a = a cannot be greater than /(?, d).

The c-function may be written in the formf

e(T,a,l,7) - - i[(r - t)2D + 2(7 - r)(5 - a)D' + (a - a)2D") + h.

Thus,t the e-function is the distance from the point Q(t, a) on the figuratrix

to the tangent plane at the point Q(t, a), except for an infinitesimal of at least

the third order with respect to (t—t) and (a—a).

Since the e-f unction must be positive for a minimum of the integral (17),

the figuratrix is concave at Q toward the origin P.

The statements regarding discontinuous solutions admit of obvious

generalization from two to three dimensions.

4. Generalization to n dimensions. For the sake of completeness we

shall generalize for the case of n dimensions.  Let us consider the integral!

(24) f ' f(xi,   ■  ■■   ,   Xn,   Ti,   ■  ■  ■   ,   Tn-l)(x{2  +  ■■■+ X^^dt,
Jti

in which the x's and t's are functions of /. The quantity t„_i is the angle

made by the positive tangent to a curve with its own projection in the

(» —l)-space (xi, ■ • ■ ,xn-x), t„_2 is the angle made by this projection

with its own projection in the (n — 2)-space (*i, • • • ,xn-t), and so on.

Analytically the t's are defined by the equations

(25) tí = arctan (x'i+x/(x{2 + ■■■ + xl2)"2) (i = 1 ,•■•,»- 1),

♦ See Rider (II), p. 248.

t See Rider (II), p. 248.
t See Eisenhart, Differential Geometry, p. 114.

§ Cf. Rider, On the problem of the calculus of variations in n dimensions, To hoku Mathemati-

cal Journal, vol. 13 (1918), pp. 165-171. This paper will be referred to as Rider (III).
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from which it is seen that

(26) x'i/(x{i + ■■■ + x:*)1'2 = sin r<_i cos u • • • cos rB_! (» = 1,...,«- 1)

(if we make the convention sin to = 1).

Let us now take as origin a point P(xx, ■ • • , xn) on an extremal for the

integral (24), and as coordinates the variables px, • • • , pn. We shall de-

fine the figuratrix of the point P as the envelope of the variable hyperplane

n

(27) 2~Z Pisin r«-icos u • • • cos t„_i = /(ti, • • • , t„_i) .
<-i

Differentiating partially with respect to ti, • • • , t„_i, we obtain the fol-

lowing equations :

— Pi sin ti cos tí ■ • • cos t„_i + p2 cos t» • • ■ cos t„_i = fT ,

— px cos ti sin t2 cos t% ' • ' cos t„_i — p2 sin ti sin t2 cos r% • • • cos tk-i

+ Pt COS Tf • • cos r„_i = /T|,

(28)

— px cos ti ■ • • cos r„_2 sin t„_i — • • ■ — p„_x sin t„_2 sin t„_i

+ p„COST„-i = fr„_x.

If cos Tt cos2 t, • • • cos"-2 t„_i, the determinant of the coefficients of the

system of equations composed of (27) and (28), is different from zero we

can solve for the p's obtaining

COS Ti_i

pi = / sin t,_i cos tí- ■ ■ cos t„_x + /Tj_j
COS Ti • • • COS Tn_i

5Z.1     sin ti sin tí-! cos t< • • • cos tí_i
(29) - ZA,--:- (i=l,..-,«),

j_,- COS Tf+l • • • COS T„_i

the rectangular coordinates of a point Q on the figuratrix.

As in the preceding cases, the direction which is transverse to the direction

(ti, • • • , t„_i) is orthogonal to PQ*

Since the normal to the figuratrix is parallel to the line PN, the direction

cosines of this normal are

(30) Xi = x'i/(x[*+ •■■ + xW2 = sinr^xcosri • • -cost»_,(* = 1, • • •,»).

* For the transversality condition see Rider (III), pp. 168-169.
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The fundamental coefficients of the second order for the figuratrix are then

defined as

A dX< dPi
(31) Dik = - £ — -j- ■

i=l    OTj    ÖTk

The partial derivatives occurring in D,k are found to be

dXi . .
-= — sin t,_i cos tí ■ • ■ cos t,_i sin t,- cos t,+i • • • cos t„_i {j á *),
ÓV,-

dXt
- =  COS Tj_i COS Ti • • • COS T„_i,

dXf
--=0 fj<*-D.
dr,

dpi sin tj sin t<_i cos r< • • • cos t,-_i
-— =-(/cos2T,+i • • • cos2T„_i
dr,- cos r,+i • • • cos t„_i

n-l

- 2~Z /t. sin t* cos T* cos2 r,+i • • • cos2 Tt_i + /T/Ty)
h-f+i

cos T,-_i

+-(fu.x tan r, + /,,_,,)
COS Ti • • • COS Tn_i

£J sin rk sin t<_i cos r< • • • cos rk-X
- 2Z-(fr„ tan tj + fVj)

*_<      COS Tt+1 • • • COS T„_i

2Z,1 sin t* sin Tf_i cos rt ■ ■ ■ cos t*_i .
- 2^ -(A.- tan r* + /T Tt) (ja»),

JU.,+1 COS Tt+1 •  •  ■ COS T„_l

# COSTi_i
(/ COS2 Ti • • • COS2 T„_i

dTi_i    cos tí • • • cos t„_i

n-l

—    2~Z frk Sin Tj COS Tt COS2 Ti •   •  • COS2 Tt-1 + fii_XTi_x)

n-l_, sin Tk sm Ti_i cos r¡ • • • cos rt_i
- ¿- -(Aw tan T, + fr._xrk),

*_i      COS Tt+1 • • • COS T»_l

dpi COS Ti_i
—- =-(fr, tan t,_i + ftf   )
dTj        COS Ti • • • COS Tn_l

^ sin T* sin Ti_i cos T.-••• cos t*_i .
- A, -(/r, tan T* + /rTjk) 0 < t - 1).

t-i COS Tt+l • • • COS T„_i
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It is found that

n-l

Da = — (/cos2 Ti+x • • • cos2 t„_i —   ^ZfTj sin r,- cos r,- cos2 t,+i • • • cos2t,_i
j'-»+i

+ frfi),

Da = - (fu tan tí + fr{rj) (i w* j).

(It is assumed that/ cos2 t¿+i • • • cos2 Tn-i=f when i—n—i.) The writer

has already shown that for a minimum of the integral (24) the quantities Da

cannot be positive*

Let us define the quantity H by means of the formula

IP

dpi

óVi

Opn

óVi

dpi

óV„_i

_Ç>/>n_

oV„_i

Zw,

where D¡ is the determinant obtained by omitting the ¿th row from the

matrix.   Thenf

Di = ( — lY~lfiXi/ cos t2 cos2 r3 ■ • • cosB_2r„_i,

where /i is the symmetric determinant

Du ■   ■   ■ Di

fi = ( - I)""1

D1 D„

Thus

H2 = ix*/( cos T2 cos2 t, • • • cos n-2rB_i)2.

The total curvature of the figuratrix is

Du ■   ■   - Dm
1

H2
Din "     •     '  Dnn

("D n-l

h
(cos t2 cos2 r» • • • cosn-t Tn_i)2.

* See Rider (HI), p. 171. In that paper a,-,- is the negative of Di,.
t See Rider, On the j,-function in the calculus of variations, Washington University Studies,

vol. 5, scientific series no. 2 (Jan., 1918), p. 100.
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The Weierstrass e-function is the function*

e(ri, ■ ■■ , r„_i,7i, • ■ • , 7„_i) = /(7i, • • • , 7„_i)

n

—    ¿Z Pi S'n Ti-l COS Ti •  •  • COS 7n_l
<-l

= - - f    2 (ri - ri)2Du +      £      (r', - u)(T, - t,)Z>J + It,

the p's being defined by (29). It thus appears, that with proper restrictions

on the partial derivatives of/ which occur in h, the e-function is the distance

from the point Q on the figuratrix to the tangent hyperplane at Q except for an

infinitesimal of at least the third order with respect to the quantities (tí—tí).

The concavity of the figuratrix toward the origin P follows, since e must be

positive for a minimum value of the integral (24).

* See Rider (III), pp. 169-170.
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